Thank you for agreeing to write an article for RELIGION Compass – our unique online reviews and surveys journal from Blackwell Publishing. Please take a moment to read over these notes which will assist you in the preparation of your article.

Religion Compass will be used by a diverse audience, and many of the readers of the articles will be non-specialists. Your article should be accessible to them but still have fresh material that would be of interest to people in your field.

The article could be used by a tutor who wants to direct their students to a short article to use as the basis of a class discussion, by a historian who wants to find out about the latest developments in fields that impact on theirs or by a tutor who wants to has to teach in an area outside of their specialty and needs to find out the main points that need to be put across to their students.

**Compass style**
The style should be crisp, concise and informative, and livelier than a research paper. Remember: you are writing for non-specialists from many different areas. Your article will be their gateway into a new subject. Your aim is to engage as well as inform the reader.

Articles will fall into at least one of the following three categories and will answer one or more of the questions below:

1) **Recent research and debates in your field** – What debates are driving your field? What new research has been published? What does it add to these debates or the field more generally? Can you put that new research in context? Does a new school of thought or paradigm seem to be developing? Has a new controversy erupted?

2) **Comparative look across sections or boundaries** – Are there related things happening in different fields? Can you suggest comparisons that have not been fully explored? Can one area provide an insight into another when used in teaching or research?
3) State of the field  – Can you offer a fresh perspective on developments in your field? Perhaps there are arguments or fads drawing attention away from what you think are the critical points? Perhaps the field is stagnating? Are students and teachers flocking to or fleeing from your field? Is your area well and fairly covered in the media? Are there resources or archives that are new or underused and are worthy of attention? Has the field been affected by or is it impacting on current affairs?

For excellent sample articles, see:
Peter von Sivers’s article on the Islam debate
http://www.religion-compass.com/viewpoint.asp;section=6&ref=15.html,
Anne Thayer’s on the History of Christianity
http://www.religion-compass.com/viewpoint.asp;section=3&ref=4&type=full.html
Katherine Gill’s on Medieval Christianity
http://www.religion-compass.com/viewpoint.asp;section=3&ref=9&type=full.html

Topic and Length
The topic and length of your article will be agreed with the Section Editor before you begin writing, but the average length is around 5000 words.

Peer-review
Your article will be peer-reviewed by two scholars in the field (one who will normally be a member of the Editorial Board) chosen by the Section Editor. The identity of an author will be made known to the reviewers (who have the option of identifying themselves to the author).

The editor will send you the reviewers' reports or comments for your consideration. Once you have made any appropriate changes the article should be returned to the editor. No alterations will be permitted after this stage.

Proofs
You will be directed to a website where the proofs of your article are to be corrected. At this stage you should correct typesetter errors only.

Offprints
Authors will be sent a PDF version of their article via email when the article is published.

Presentation on the site
Your article will be copy-edited and typeset like a print journal. Religion Compass users will see an HTML version of the article on the screen, with the option to download a PDF version. Users will be able to cite your article in their publications, email details of the article to their colleagues, or use it in their class reading lists.
Submitting your Article
Your article should be submitted to the Section Editor via Manuscript Central. Compass does not accept postal submissions, and to facilitate communication please ensure that the Section Editor has your most up-to-date email address. Proofs are checked electronically (although in exceptional circumstances they may be sent by post).

You are required to submit a complete version of the article (incorporating the title page, abstract, text, reference list, figures, tables and captions) as a Word document, as well as submitting each component of the article separately.

Cover Letter
Articles should be accompanied by a cover letter containing a statement that the article has not been submitted for publication elsewhere, and will not be submitted elsewhere until a decision has been rendered by the Editor-in-Chief. You may also give details of any special circumstances that apply to your article in the cover letter.

Title page
The title should be concise and informative. Only the first letter and proper names are capitalized. The title page should include the title of the paper, name(s), primary professional/academic affiliation(s) i.e. Department/Unit and Institution and e-mail address(es), of the author(s) as they wish them to appear.

Abstract
Please include an abstract of your article of not more than 150 words at the beginning of your manuscript. You should also select key words from the list provided (information to follow).

Text
Ideally you should prepare your article using a well-known word processing program (such as MSWord) and save it as a .doc or .rtf file. The text should be submitted in a well-know 12-point font (such as Arial, Helvetica, or Times), with 2.54 cm (1 inch) margins on all four sides of the page. Authors may also use a special typeface (e.g. bold, italic, Greek, etc.) where necessary. All parts of the article (abstract, text, references, tables, and figure captions) must be double-spaced and paginated. Format your article as follows, starting each section with a new page: (1) title page, (2) abstract, (3) text, (4) acknowledgements, (5) references, (6) figure captions, (7) figures, (8) tables.

Use of English
You may write in the version of English (e.g. UK, US, international) that is most comfortable to you. However whichever conventions you use must be followed throughout (e.g. –ise or –ize).

Language
Articles should be written in non-sexist, non-racist language, and phrasing that might generate antagonism or be construed to be cynical or derogatory should be avoided.
Dates in the text should be given in the form 20 September 1985.

Latin Abbreviations (e.g. i.e. cf. N.B.) appear in plain text without a trailing comma.

Notes
Religion Compass does not accommodate either footnotes or endnotes, and specific arguments or points should be amplified at an appropriate place in the text.

Headings
Only the first letter and proper names are capitalized.

This is a first level heading
First level headings are flush left on a separate line. The first text line following is flush left.

This is a second level heading
Second level headings are flush left on a separate line. The first text line following is flush left.

Reference List
The reference list is a very important tool for readers. Each reference will be linked electronically to the online source, so it is important that your bibliography be as concise and comprehensive as possible. YOUR ARTICLE CANNOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT AN ABSTRACT OR REFERENCE LIST, SO PLEASE BE SURE TO INCLUDE THEM.

References should be listed in alphabetical order at the end of the article. Authors should use the Harvard system in which authors’ names (no initials) and dates are given in the main body of the text with specific pages indicated only in the case of quotations (e.g. Linton and Moisley 1960, 29). References are listed alphabetically at the end of the paper under the heading References, set out as follows, with double spacing for all lines.

Papers

Books

Chapter of book

Other publications
Where there is doubt (e.g. Occasional papers) include all bibliographical details. The place of publication should always be given when books are referred to.

Web Sites and Pages
The full title of a Web site or page should be provided. Web site URLs should be cited at the end of a citation to an online source as follows:

url (Last Accessed Date)

The last accessed date is required information for a citation, and authors should check all URLs before final submission of their article to ensure that they are still active. If they are not, alternative URLs or citations for the same information should be provided.

Please always ensure that a reference list is included at the end of your article because Religion Compass will be making use of new technology to link to library catalogues.

Figures
Images and illustrations should convey ideas efficiently or enhance the text. Figures must be legible, concise, and referred to in the text. All figures must be in digital form (jpeg or tiff for images).

Line weights less than one point should be avoided.

All type should be from common font families (e.g. Arial, Helvetica, or Times), unless a unique type font is critical to the theme of a map, for example, to help to engender the feelings of an historical era. Any type must be sufficiently large to be easily read at final print size and type sizes smaller than 6 point should be avoided. Titles should be incorporated into the figure caption. Captions should not be a part of the figure. Type placed on screen tints or area patterns must be clearly readable.

Photographs and Illustrations
Black-and-white or colour versions of all photographs and illustrations must be submitted as electronic files with a resolution of not less than 600 dpi. IT IS THE AUTHOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO OBTAIN ANY NECESSARY PERMISSIONS, AND INDICATE ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS IN THE CAPTION.

Figure Captions should be concise but as informative as possible, and must be typed double spaced and listed on a separate sheet. Figures and photographs are numbered consecutively using Arabic numerals (Figure 4, etc.). All diagrams illustrations and photographs are referred to as ‘Figures’,
Tables must be typed double spaced, using as few horizontal rules as possible and no vertical rules. They should be numbered consecutively using Arabic numerals (Table 4, etc.). Titles should be concise but as informative as possible. Decimals appearing in tables should include leading zeros i.e. 0.1273.

Author Profile and Photograph
Please submit a profile form on the online forms page and attach an electronic photograph if possible. This form will contain details of your position, research and important publications.

Copyright
Before the article is published on Religion Compass you will be asked to sign an Exclusive Licence Form or ELF (see below). Please return this at your earliest convenience to:

Laura Smith
Blackwell Publishing
9600 Garsington Road
Oxford
OX4 2DQ
UK

Access to Compass
Once your article has been published in Religion Compass you will be given free personal access to the site.
Electronic Licensing Form (ELF) Religion Compass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blackwell Publishing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Compass: Exclusive Licence Form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author’s name:</th>
<th>……………………………………………………………………………………………………</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author’s address:</td>
<td>……………………………………………………………………………………………………</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title of article (“Article”):</td>
<td>……………………………………………………………………………………………………</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Manuscript no. (if known): | …………………………………………………………………………………………………… |

| Names of all authors in the order in which they appear in the Article: | …………………………………………………………………………………………………… |

In order for your Article to be distributed as widely as possible in *Religion Compass* (the Journal) you grant Blackwell Publishing Ltd (Blackwell Publishing) an exclusive licence to publish the above Article including the abstract in printed and electronic form, in all languages, and to administer subsidiary rights agreements with third parties for the full period of copyright and all renewals, extensions, revisions and revivals. The Article is deemed to include all material submitted for publication with the exception of Letters, and includes the text, figures, tables, author contact details and all supplementary material accompanying the Article.

Please read this form carefully, sign at the bottom (if your employer owns copyright in your work, arrange for your employer to sign where marked), and return the ORIGINAL to the address below as quickly as possible. As author, you remain the copyright owner of the Article, unless copyright is owned by your employer. (US Federal Government authors please note: your Article is in the public domain.)

Your Article will not be published unless an Exclusive Licence Form has been signed and received by Blackwell Publishing.

**Please note:** You retain the following rights to re-use the Article, as long as you do not sell or reproduce the Article or any part of it for commercial purposes (i.e. for monetary gain on your own account or on that of a third party, or for indirect financial gain by a commercial entity). These rights apply without needing to seek permission from Blackwell Publishing.

- **Prior to acceptance:** We ask that as part of the publishing process you acknowledge that the Article has been submitted to the Journal. You will not prejudice acceptance if you use the unpublished Article, in form and content as submitted for publication in the Journal, in the following ways:
  - sharing print or electronic copies of the Article with colleagues;
  - posting an electronic version of the Article on your own personal website, on your employer’s website/repository and on free public servers in your subject area.

- **After acceptance:** Provided that you give appropriate acknowledgement to the Journal, and Blackwell Publishing, and full bibliographic reference for the Article when it is published, you may use the accepted version of the Article as originally submitted for publication in the Journal, and updated to include any amendments made after peer review, in the following ways:
  - you may share print or electronic copies of the Article with colleagues;
  - you may use all or part of the Article and abstract, without revision or modification, in personal compilations or other publications of your own work;
  - you may use the Article within your employer’s institution or company for educational or research purposes, including use in course packs;
  - 12 months after publication you may post an electronic version of the Article on your own personal website, on your employer’s website/repository and on free public servers in your subject area. Electronic versions of the accepted Article must include a link to the published version of the Article together with the following text: ‘The definitive version is available at [www.blackwell-synergy.com](http://www.blackwell-synergy.com).’

Please note that you are not permitted to post the Blackwell Publishing PDF version of the Article online.

All requests by third parties to re-use the Article in whole or in part will be handled by Blackwell Publishing. Any permission fees will be retained by the Journal. All requests to adapt substantial parts of the Article in another publication (including publication by Blackwell Publishing) will be subject to your approval (which is deemed to be given if we have not heard from you within 4 weeks of your approval being sought by us writing to you at your last notified address). Please address any queries to journalsrights@oxon.blackwellpublishing.com.

In signing this Agreement:

1. You hereby warrant that this Article is an original work, has not been published before and is not being considered for publication elsewhere in its final form either in printed or electronic form;
2. You hereby warrant that you have obtained permission from the copyright holder to reproduce in the Article (in all media including print and electronic form) material not owned by you, and that you have acknowledged the source;
3. You hereby warrant that this Article contains no violation of any existing copyright or other third party right or any material of an obscene, indecent, libellous or otherwise unlawful nature and that to the best of your knowledge this Article does not infringe the rights of others;

4. You hereby warrant that in the case of a multi-authored Article you have obtained, in writing, authorization to enter into this Agreement on their behalf and that all co-authors have read and agreed the terms of this Agreement;

5. You warrant that any formula or dosage given is accurate and will not if properly followed injure any person;

6. You will indemnify and keep indemnified the Editors and Blackwell Publishing against all claims and expenses (including legal costs and expenses) arising from any breach of this warranty and the other warranties on your behalf in this Agreement.

By signing this Agreement you agree that Blackwell Publishing may arrange for the Article to be:

- Published in the above Journal, and sold or distributed, on its own, or with other related material;
- Published in multi-contributor book form or other edited compilations by Blackwell Publishing;
- Reproduced and/or distributed (including the abstract) throughout the world in printed, electronic or any other medium whether now known or hereafter devised, in all languages, and to authorize third parties (including Reproduction Rights Organizations) to do the same;
- You agree to Blackwell Publishing using any images from the Article on the cover of the Journal, and in any marketing material.

You authorize Blackwell Publishing to act on your behalf to defend the copyright in the Article if anyone should infringe it, although there is no obligation on Blackwell Publishing to act in this way.

As the Author, copyright in the Article remains in your name (or your employer’s name if your employer owns copyright in your work).

Blackwell Publishing undertakes that every copy of the Article published by Blackwell Publishing will include the full bibliographic reference for your Article, together with the copyright statement.

☐ BOX A: to be completed if copyright belongs to you

☐ BOX B: to be completed if copyright belongs to your employer (e.g. HMSO, CSIRO)

The copyright holder grants Blackwell Publishing an exclusive licence to publish the Article including the abstract in printed and electronic form, in all languages, and to administer subsidiary rights agreements with third parties for the full period of copyright and all renewals, extensions, revisions and revivals.

Print Name of Copyright holder: .................................................................

This will be printed on the copyright line on each page of the Article. It is your responsibility to provide the correct information of the copyright holder.

☐ BOX C: to be completed if the Article is in the public domain (e.g. US Federal Government employees)

You certify that the Article is in the public domain. No licence to publish is therefore necessary.

Signature (on behalf of all co-authors (if any))  Print name: .................................................................
Date: .............................................................................

If your employer claims copyright in your work, this form must also be signed below by a person authorized to sign for and on behalf of your employer, as confirmation that your employer accepts the terms of this licence.

Signature (on behalf of the employer of the author(s))  Print name: .................................................................
Print name of employer: .................................................................
Date: .............................................................................

The rights conveyed in this licence will only apply upon acceptance of your Article for publication.

Data Protection: The Publisher may store your name and contact details in electronic format in order to correspond with you about the publication of your Article in the Journal. We would like to contact you from time to time with information about new Blackwell publications and services in your subject area. (For European contributors, this may involve transfer of your personal data outside the European Economic Area.) Please check the following boxes if you are happy to be contacted in this way:

☐ (conventional mailing)  ☐ (via e-mail)

Please return the signed form to:
(a fax to (0)1865 471224 is acceptable, but the original must follow within 7 days)

Laura Smith, Blackwell Publishing, 9600 Garsington Rd, Oxford, OX4 2DQ, UK